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What are the strengths of your area?: The child development department’s efforts to conduct outreach, improve scheduling,
communicate with community partners/employers is demonstrated by the expansion of course offerings and enrollments. In
2019-20, 76 sections of CD/CFS were offered with a total enrollment of 2,723 students (Banner Web Schedule Query). This is an
increase of 223 students, with an additional 10 sections compared to the 2018-2019 school year.The two year template that was
developed has proven extremely effective in scheduling and supporting students moving through the certificate and degree
programs, as well as increasing enrollment in classes.

The Program Review Data Metric statistics from the Office of Research, Planning and Institutional Effectiveness illustrated a
continuing increase in overall student success rates in Child Development courses. The average success rate in 2019-2020 was
83%, up from 81% in 2018-2019. Success rates continue to rise in the majority of Child Development courses evaluated as well.
Overall, there has been a 2% increase from 2018-2019 (81%) to 2019-2020 (83%). Courses evaluated included CHLD 039 (77% to
80%); CHLD 042 (81% to 84%); CHLD 126 (83% to 82%); CHLD 148 (86% to 90%); CHLD 158 (87% to 87%).

The number of FTES continues to rise each year in the Child Development Department. In 2018-2019 there were 281.43 FTES
and in 2019-2020 that number had increased to 313.93. Courses evaluated (39, 42, 148) also revealed an increase in FTES.
Courses 126 & 158 showed a decrease from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020 (Document Repository: CHLD 2020 Program Review Data).
There was an increase in the number of associates degrees earned within the department. 31 students earned an AS-T-ECE
degree in 2019-2020 (up from 22 students in 2018-2019) and 40 students earned an AS-CHDEV degree in 2019-2020 (up from 35
in 2018-2019).The success rate for CFS 80 (Life Span Development) has increased once again from 84.7% (2018-2019) to 88.6%
(2019-2020). This course is a restricted elective in the AA-T-CHADDEV degree option. The 2017-2018 Program Review summary
indicated the integration of Consumer Family Studies (CFS) with Child Development (CHLD), and the number of earned AA-T-
CHADDEV (implemented in Fall 2018) has continued to increase from 25 student earned degrees in 2018-2019, to 60 student
earned degrees in 2019-2020.

The child development department hired a new full time faculty member for the 2020-2021 school year, to replace a retired
faculty member. Laura Harris brings many years of experience, expertise, established community partnerships and collaborative
relationships in Tulare and Fresno counties, recent hands on work in the field (early childhood classroom), extensive research on
infants & toddlers and a Doctorate in Educational Leadership. She is well qualified to teach and support all aspects of the child
development department and also brings a great energy to the program.

The child development department greatly benefited from the classified funding that was allotted based on the prior request for
a Program Director. Numerous meetings were held to determine and agree upon how to best utilize and divide the funds to
most greatly benefit the department. Areas of greatest need were identified and addressed. Full time faculty were compensated
for much of the work that was beyond contractual obligations but was necessary to meet needs, maintain and support the flow
of the department. Each area where money was allocated has certainly improved over the last year. These areas will be
addressed again in the upcoming year for continued focus on areas of need. The department intends to make changes and
revisions as needed in order to ensure the money is being used in the most effective and beneficial ways. The areas of focus in
2019-2020 were: Child Development Training Consortium (CDTC), Networking & collaboration with community partner lab sites,
child development lab and division improvement tasks, community outreach and events, and evaluation of the lab site
classrooms.
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An adjunct (Courtnee Hoogland) was hired to help support the further development and improvement of the CDTC program. She
received training throughout the year to help her prepare to promote and sustain the operations of this program as a liaison
between the state and COS students. This allowed for additional students to apply for tuition reimbursement and benefit from
engagement with the CDTC, which supports them in their careers and the permit process that is expected of people working in
the child development field. Courtnee will assume full responsibility for the CDTC/COS program effective Fall 2020; alleviating
additional time and effort that was being put in by a full time faculty member. The funding that was used to support and train
Courtnee over the last year allowed her to benefit from her hands on training. The CDTC funding will be re-evaluated near the
end of the 2020-2021 year to determine whether any additional compensation for Courtnee's work this year needs to come
from the child development classified budget.

One of the greatest areas of identified and ongoing need is for the department to have a "face" and regular presence on site at
all of our preschool community lab site partners. This was addressed in collaboration with an adjunct (Mohan Rice) who
conducted at least two site visits at each of our lab sites during the school year. These visits included getting updates from lab
sites and following up on students, networking with students placed at each site to provide status updates and feedback to their
instructors at COS, observation of lab students, follow up on concerns regarding students and/or lab sites, distribution of
information, gathering information (paperwork and data) needed by the instructors, and interacting with site supervisors at each
site. This had an enormous positive impact on all parties involved. At advisory committee meetings, the community sites
reported back to the instructors at advisory committee meetings that they were pleased with Mohan's presence and interaction,
impressed by what they saw during his time in the classrooms, appreciated the help with answering questions and following up
with students. He also supported students with their application and enrollment packets (completing, scanning and delivering, if
necessary) to gain entry into the lab site classrooms. MUCH of the work that is typically done by the instructors was alleviated by
his support, allowing more time to mentor students in curriculum processes, homework, and general instruction and student
learning of material. Additionally, the relationships with community partners were improved and there was far less
miscommunication and problems with students than usual. Things were addressed quickly and efficiently and lines of
communication between COS, community partners and students were open throughout the semester, thanks to Mohan's work
and engagement. He created a QR code for students to scan at their lab sites which made tracking and organization SO easy, and
the process much smoother and less convoluted than usual.

Sandra Naba, the division's classified assistant, proved invaluable over the course of the last year, especially when COVID19 hit.
Child development lab and division improvement tasks have been an ongoing problem for the department. These tasks require
lots of extra time in addition to contractual obligations. Sandra reorganized and created an inventory of our two lab classrooms
in the Tule building. She redistributed excess materials, arranged things in a sensible and aesthetically pleasing fashion. She
determined needs (additional storage containers) and supported by ordering materials. She unloaded MANY boxes of lab
supplies and updated inventories. When distance learning began, lab students were required to regularly come on campus and
pick up materials necessary to complete their lab assignments. Sandra supported by preparing those items, gathering lists from
instructors and organizing materials for the students, as well as being on site to help with distribution of materials and keeping
students organized and lines moving. At the request of instructors, she redesigned bulletin boards, added necessary information
to posters and bulletins in the hallways. She purchased organizing systems for drawers to increase instructor efficiency and
made materials more readily accessible and usable, which in turn supported our work with adjuncts. She provided support with
budgets and spreadsheets. Sandra did countless tasks that full time faculty have not had time to do but have had on "to do" lists
for months, if not years. She has improved our efficiency and decreased stress levels immensely.

When full time faculty can’t attend outreach events, an adjunct (Elvia Guerrero) was hired to represent the department and
conduct outreach. In 2019-20 the adjunct attended the VUSD Ignite Your Curiosity Event, and the COS campus resource fair. The
child development department was also requested to attend and/or participate in the following events: Annual Legislative Event
(Tulare County Council on Child & Youth Development), Tulare County Council on Child & Youth Development Community
Forum, MAPS 6th Grade Day, PEACH Task Force, STEPS. This will be an area of additional funding this year, as there is obviously
still a significant need for greater involvement in community outreach, networking and events.

The department hired an external consultant to evaluate the lab site classrooms using the ECERS (Early Childhood Environmental
Rating Scale). She had finished the first half of her evaluations and contract prior to sites closing for COVID19, and met with the
department to provide updates and recommendations. Overall, the quality of the lab site classrooms were average, according to
the state expectations for high quality programs. There were no overly alarming problems that stood out, but there were also no
exceptional classrooms that scored high enough to be exemplary sites. This is encouraging, as in past evaluations we had
classrooms that were below average. However, it is an area that needs constant attention and focus. There are still
improvements to be made, which will continue to be a priority focus for the department.
What improvements are needed?: The Department's dean is a member of the Tulare County QRIS Consortium, which is
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definitely a strength. However, although outreach has improved due to the classified funding that was received, it is still an area
of need. Full time faculty do not have the ability to represent the child development department as frequently as requests are
made, even on/at the COS campus events. Support is needed to organize student volunteers and/or attend the events. The
department would like to increase representation on campus and at community events, and will continue to utilize the
support of adjunct(s) and classified funding to do so.

The department would like to continue to improve working relationships with adjuncts. There are open lines of communication
and it appears that adjuncts feel comfortable asking questions and getting feedback from full time instructors. However, given
the number of new adjuncts that have been hired recently, it is imperative that they are included in information that pertains to
courses they teach (change of textbooks, updates to curriculum, discussion of SLO's, etc). Further, SLO and PLO data from
adjuncts would be helpful to broaden the expanse of data we are currently including in our outcomes and assessments.

Additional representation of the child development department at on campus meetings, committees, events, etc. would be
beneficial. Because we have such a large number of certificate and degree earners, as well as just students in general, there are
great impacts in other areas - counseling, for example. There are often questions that come up which child development faculty
have been able to answer in the past, even attending counseling meetings. However, it is not something that is done on a regular
basis due to load and time constraints of full time faculty. Many students attending events on campus are potential/future child
development students and it would be nice for them to have information and see representation of the department around
campus. Current students benefit from this as well, and are often asked to participate in events. However, coordination and
structuring of student participation is not something full time faculty have been able to navigate in recent years.

Productivity within the Child Development Department was 21.06 for the 2019-2020 year. This shows a minimal decrease from
2018-2019 which was 21.82, but remains above the typical target ratio of 17.5. This is demonstrated in problems already
identified by the department. Curriculum, PLO and SLO updates are assigned to individual department members each year at the
beginning of the year (or monthly as currency reports are updated). Despite being assigned, they often take an extended period
of time to be completed, or tasks sometimes remain unfinished. This is something the department is aware of and committed to
improving, and will remain an action item on this year's program review. Further, the child development department only has
committee representation on campus by one faculty member this school year. As such, relying on other people to pass
information from committees sometimes only happens monthly at division meetings, rather than more regularly due to the
absence of child development presence on additional committees.

As demonstrated in the SLO and PLO portion of the program review, this is an area that needs additional focus by the
department. Follow through and regular follow up & discussion on outcomes and assessments needs to occur. That way, if
follow through is not happening, tasks can be reassigned or additional support can be offered where needed. Each department
member is committed to updating things as needed, and giving attention to tasks when required, but the processes of navigation
and completion of tasks is inconsistent.

Describe any external opportunities or challenges.: Networking and outreach of community partner lab sites continues to be an
area of concern and focus for the department. Due to COVID19 and more stringent regulations placed on licensed child care
facilities by licensing, all COS lab students were denied placements for the Fall 2020 semester. CHLD 141, the "capstone"
practicum course for the child development degree, requires 54 hours of lab be completed in a hands on environment with
children. In order to avoid removal of the course entirely from the schedule, virtual lab site options were explored and deemed
necessary in order to support student success. This is a short term solution that will not be approved by the state for any length
of time. Even at this time, there is controversy over whether the hours completed virtually will count toward the students'
required experience for work permits and future professional growth in their careers. However, this was deemed the best option
given the circumstances. As the community lab site placements are "external" and completely out of our
control, we are limited by the options offered to us.

Tulare County Office of Education went above and beyond this semester to offer students a placement, if possible. A networking
orientation was held with TCOE and over 150 teachers attended, expressing interest in supporting COS lab students! This
partnership is absolutely one of the child development department's greatest strengths and directly benefits the students and
their education. That said, there are still weaknesses within the lab program/classes that will need ongoing monitoring and
follow up. During normal school years, each lab classroom must be visited regularly (if possible), and evaluated preferrably on an
annual basis. It is beneficial to the students that TCOE has numerous classrooms that are spread throughout the county.
Unfortunately, that makes the job of the instructors/liaison all the more difficult. Evaluating classrooms with any consistent level
of frequency, as well as maintaining accurate information about who is where (employees) and what changes have occurred, is
difficult.
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The processes in human resources are somewhat prohibitive of smooth evaluations and interviews of potential child
development applicants, who are needed. There is no process of notification when there are new applications waiting to be
reviewed. The department has to request access to applications occasionally in order to see updates. Last time this was
requested, there were 27 applications… some of them had been sitting there for months unreviewed. Then, once they're
reviewed, there is often a delay between requesting interviews and actually having them scheduled. Candidates who have
attended interviews have often mentioned that they did not receive notice of their interview day/time until shortly (within a few
days) beforehand. On more than one occasion, candidates have not showed up or cancelled the same day as their interview.
Daytime adjuncts, especially, are needed to help fill the ever increasing need in the child development department, but the
process is cumbersome and time consuming when working with human resources.

The California Early Childhood Mentor program funding has ended, effective this year. The prior mentor coordinator supported
full time faculty with maintaining and organizing the lists of CTE Advisory Committee members for child development, as well as
scheduling, hosting, organizing the meetings twice a year. As the funding has ended, she will no longer be keeping this role. The
child development department will now have to absorb these tasks and successfully maintain the networking connections as
well as hosting the meetings. Outreach and networking, as identified above, is a strength in many ways… but also a difficulty for
the department simply due to the overwhelming size of the task, number of community partners that impact the department &
students, and full plates of full time faculty members. Additionally, mentor classrooms were deemed by the state of California to
be of the highest quality, and will now no longer be evaluated or funded. That leaves additional work to be done in researching
and reaching out to potential partner programs and classrooms that are interested and high quality options for lab students.
Overall SLO Achievement: We assessed six SLO's in two different courses. All six of the assessments indicated satisfactory
student achievement. Two courses: CHLD 152 and CHLD 134 were scheduled to be assessed, and not completed. This is
addressed in areas that need improvement.
Changes Based on SLO Achievement: For two of the courses that were assessed (CHLD 140 and CHLD 141), recent revisions
were made to the SLO's based on significant changes to the courses. Substantial changes were made based on several years of
data and factors contributing to the success of these courses. CHLD 140 is now an "entry level" course that does not require any
lab hours but gives students an overview of the experiences they may have in a lab site, varying types of programs,
professionalism, theory applied to practice, etc. CHLD 141 lab hours were increased from 45 to 54 to account for some of the
time lost due to changes of CHLD 140. Though we are still on the lower end of lab hour requirements, according to many other
junior colleges in the state, 54 hours was deemed sufficient to meet the course objectives and outcomes.

These two courses will be evaluated again during the 2020-2021 school year by faculty teaching the courses as new
implementation and changes are effective in the Fall 2020 semester. Based on changes described above, there has been a trickle
down affect to other courses in the department; CHLD 149 has been identified as potentially needing a prerequisite course.
Students are having difficulty meeting the objectives, especially if they are not child development majors. It would be helpful for
them to have some background information and understanding prior to taking this course. This will be discussed by the
department faculty and updated this year if deemed necessary based on semester data and outcomes.

Incomplete updates to SLO's and PLO's has been a consistent problem over the years within the division, and there is an action
related to this that needs to be continued this school year.
Overall PLO Achievement: One of the programs was assessed. Outcomes were met and achievement was satisfactory. The PLO's
were recently reviewed and revised by the department, based on student learning outcomes and course level issues that were
being addressed. Based on the success of the program learning outcomes during this cycle and for the program assessed, it
appears those changes were satisfactory and beneficial.

The other PLO that was scheduled to be evaluated (Child and Adolescent Development - AAT) has no assessment results. TracDat
has not yet been updated with information related to the program, or aligned with course/program outcomes.
Changes Based on PLO Achievement: The department faculty will continue to evaluate PLO's on an annual basis and make
revisions and changes as needed. There were some substantial changes made to courses effective Fall 2020 which may trickle
over and have impacts on PLO's. Those will be assessed in order to determine what other changes need to be made. There is an
action item related to completion of tasks, specifically as it relates to outcomes and assessments, that remains evident as a
concern and will continue this program year.
Outcome cycle evaluation: The outcome assessment cycle has been revised by the division members and distributed by the
division chair; it is up to date. The child development department is inconsistent with follow through on updates to SLO's and
PLO's. There is not always broad, effective and comprehensive participation in the department, regardless of assigned tasks.
There is an action related to improvement in this area that will continue on this year's review.
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Program Review - Child Development

Action:  Improve SLO and PLO Outcomes Assessment Cycle
Department faculty will formally collaborate at least once each semester in order to identify  the SLO's and PLO's that are scheduled
to be assessed.  Consensus will be established regarding which faculty member(s) is responsible for each outcome (including
responsibility for communication with adjunct) and a deadline for completion.  A date for a follow up meeting date will be scheduled
to evaluate and discuss results.

Identify related course/program outcomes: CD AS Degree PLO #1 Understand & Promote Relationships (Students will
demonstrate an understanding of influencing factors and strategies to utilize in effectively promoting partnerships between
children, and their teachers, families, and/or communities).
Person(s) Responsible (Name and Position): Vanessa Bailey, Becky Griffith, Raul Angeles, Laura Harris
Rationale (With supporting data): Given the size and scope of the Child Development Program, it is necessary for faculty
members to schedule time to collaboratively address and assess course SLO's & PLO's in a regular and consistent manner.
Priority: High
Safety Issue: No
External Mandate: Yes
Safety/Mandate Explanation: Required as part of governance processes and in support of accreditation.

Implementation Timeline: 2019 - 2020, 2020 - 2021
Leave Blank:
Leave Blank:

Leave Blank:

Update on Action

Updates
Update Year: 2020 - 2021

Although the process described in this action was completed (tasks were assigned, deadlines for completion were established,
etc.); the SLOs and PLOs were still not all completed. Lack of follow through by assigned individuals and failure to follow up as a
team needs to be addressed this year so the processes can be completed in a more improved manner. The hiring of a new full
time faculty member should help support this action item this year as well, because the work will be distributed more evenly.

Status: Continue Action Next Year

Impact on District Objectives/Unit Outcomes (Not Required):

09/25/2020

Link Actions to District Objectives

District Objective 2.4 - By 2021, Increase the percentage of CTE students who achieve their employment objectives by 5
percentage points

 District Objectives: 2018-2021

District Objective 4.1 - Increase the use of data for decision-making at the District and department/unit level

District Objective 4.2 - Improve organizational effectiveness by strengthening operations of and communication between District
departments, divisions, and constituents

District Objective 4.3 - College of the Sequoias Board of Trustees, administration, faculty, and staff will engage in best practices
and staff development to sustain effective operational systems for institutional assessment and continuous improvement.

Action:  Maintain current number of sections offered
Hire a new tenure Child Development Professor to replace faculty member who is retiring in Spring 2020. (Completed)

Identify related course/program outcomes: CD AS Degree: Professionalism Understand and demonstrate knowledge of ethical

Implementation Timeline: 2019 - 2020
Leave Blank:
Leave Blank:

Leave Blank:
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Program Review - Child Development
standards and professional behaviors that will be supportive of their role in the early childhood profession. (Active)

ECE AS-T: Identify the major theories and/or principles of early childhood education. (Active)

Person(s) Responsible (Name and Position): Milli Owens, CFS Division Chair
Rationale (With supporting data): In 2018 – 2019, there were 66 sections of CD/CFS with a total enrollment over 2,500 students
(Banner Web Schedule Query).   Even with 4 full time professors, the department typically relies on 9 adjunct faculty members to
cover sections of CD/CFS.  The current number of CD adjunct faculty is still not enough to meet student needs (e.g. course
demand).

The department is a major generator of program awards at College of the Sequoias.  Child Development is ranked #3 of 10 in A.S.
-T degrees (22), #5 of 18 in A.A. -T degrees, and #2 of 31 in A.S. degrees.  The department is ranked #1 out of 15 in 18 to <30 unit
certificates (41% of total).  We are also #1 out of 24 departments offering 6 to < 18 unit certificates (46% of total) (CA
Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office – Data Mart).

The COS Child Development Program ranks #2 out of 100 California Community Colleges in the number of program awards
earned in 2018-2019 (525 total).  Last year (2017-18), the department was #3 (CA Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office – Data
Mart).

Priority: High
Safety Issue: No
External Mandate: No
Safety/Mandate Explanation: California Title 22 Code of Regulations for Child Development Facilities requires employees to
have successfully completed specific courses to become employed in early childhood programs.  Required coursed are CHLD 39,
42, 126, 140, 141, 148, 149 and 158.

Update on Action

Updates
Update Year: 2020 - 2021

A new full time faculty member was hired effective Fall 2020 to replace the individual who retired. The number of sections
offered was maintained.

Status: Action Completed

Impact on District Objectives/Unit Outcomes (Not Required):

09/07/2020

Link Actions to District Objectives

District Objective 1.1 - The District will increase FTES by 1.75% over the three years

 District Objectives: 2018-2021

District Objective 2.1 - Increase the percentage of students who earn an associate degree or certificate (CTE and Non-CTE) by 5
percentage points over three years

District Objective 2.2 - Increase the number of students who transfer to a four-year institution by 10 percent over three years

District Objective 2.3 - By 2021, increase the percentage of students who complete transfer-level English by 15 percentage points
and transfer-level math by 10 percentage point with their first year. 

Action:  Evaluate Program Strengths & Identify Needs
The department will meet a minimum of four times per school year to evaluate status on the classified funding that was received
effective 2019-20 school year. Identification of strengths and areas of greatest need will guide the channeling of classified funding as
appropriate and ensure that the most current high priority areas are being addressed.
Leave Blank:
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Program Review - Child Development

Identify related course/program outcomes: CHLD 141 SLO #1: Given a visit of community child development facilities, students
will be able to observe and evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness of curriculum activities.

District Goal #4. College of the Sequoias Board of Trustees, administration, faculty, and
staff will engage in best practices and staff development to sustain effective operational
systems for institutional assessment and continuous improvement.
Person(s) Responsible (Name and Position): Full Time Faculty
Rationale (With supporting data): Spending of classified funding received needs to be evaluated on an ongoing an annual basis
in order to determine whether spending is effective and appropriate, and determine what changes need to be made.
Additionally, the department will track and monitor spending to determine what tasks are still not being completed and where
additional funding could be spent.
Priority: Medium
Safety Issue: No
External Mandate: No
Safety/Mandate Explanation:

Implementation Timeline: 2019 - 2020, 2020 - 2021
Leave Blank:
Leave Blank:

Update on Action

Updates
Update Year: 2020 - 2021

This action will be absorbed into the "hiring program director" action, as the funding is pertinent to the tasks that were generated
as necessary for program director to do. These two actions will be worked on synchronously/as one.

Status: Action Discontinued

Impact on District Objectives/Unit Outcomes (Not Required):

09/25/2020

Link Actions to District Objectives

District Objective 2.4 - By 2021, Increase the percentage of CTE students who achieve their employment objectives by 5
percentage points

 District Objectives: 2018-2021

District Objective 4.1 - Increase the use of data for decision-making at the District and department/unit level

District Objective 4.2 - Improve organizational effectiveness by strengthening operations of and communication between District
departments, divisions, and constituents

Action:  Maintain and improve laboratory environment, supply
acquisition, and fiscal control to support student learning
opportunities.
Provide on-going and stable support for the CFS division technician.  This position is essential for the CFS division to operate.
Currently this position is funded through Workforce grant which requires monitoring and shifting between Workforce grants.

Identify related course/program outcomes: Because the technician works within all laboratories:  culinary, fashion and child
development outcomes in all of these areas are directly affected.  For example:
CHLD 149:
Math Activity Presentation
Lesson Plan design

Implementation Timeline: 2019 - 2020
Leave Blank:
Leave Blank:

Leave Blank:
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Program Review - Child Development
Math Activity Evaluation

CULN 205:
Knife Skills
Mise en place skills
Recipe Adjustments

CULN 206:
Laying Out/Cutting Fabrics
Inner Construction
Construct 3 Garments
Sewing Sample Book

Because the technician develops and maintains fiscal spreadsheets showing each course, department and division total expenses
courses in all departments within the division benefit.
Person(s) Responsible (Name and Position): Milli Owens, CFS Division Chair, Jesse Wilcoxson, Area Dean
Rationale (With supporting data): This position is essential for our division classes. The technician orders and maintains supplies
and
equipment for the child development, fashion and culinary labs as well as shops about twice/week for culinary classes.  Shopping
is also done for fashion and child development, but it is not needed as frequently.   In the
culinary lab the technician maintains, orders and cleans equipment, maintains and rotates food supplies, conducts end of
semester cleaning as well as
develops spreadsheets to track culinary expenses by class section. The culinary spreadsheets are sent to culinary faculty  weekly.
The technician also develops and maintains spreadsheets showing available funds and expenses for each department in the
division.  These department spreadsheets are sent to all CFS full-time faculty monthly, with information available more
frequently if needed.
Priority: High
Safety Issue: No
External Mandate: No
Safety/Mandate Explanation:

Update on Action

Updates
Update Year: 2020 - 2021

A large portion of the classified funding that was received this year was allocated toward these tasks. The classified division
assistant was able to provide support with these tasks. Funding has been secured for her position until December of 2021 and will
need to be reevaluated at that time. This year's data shows how vital her support was to the processes & tasks within the
department, and how faculty and student success was improved by her efforts.

Status: Continue Action Next Year

Impact on District Objectives/Unit Outcomes (Not Required):

09/25/2020

Resources Description

Cost of Request  (Nothing will be funded over the amount listed.): 40000

Why is this resource required for this action?: This position is essential for our division classes. They order and maintain
supplies and equipment for the child development lab and the fashion lab as well as shop about twice/week for culinary
classes. In the culinary lab the technician maintains, order and clean equipment, maintain and rotate food supplies, end of
semester cleaning as well as develop spreadsheets and track culinary expenses by section. This position needs to shift to
the general fund so funding is ongoing and permanent.
Notes (optional):

Personnel - Classified/Confidential - Provide on-going and stable support for the part time CFS Division technician. This
position is essential for the CFS division to operate. Currently this position is funded  through Strong WorkForce grants.
(Active)
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Program Review - Child Development

Link Actions to District Objectives

District Objective 2.1 - Increase the percentage of students who earn an associate degree or certificate (CTE and Non-CTE) by 5
percentage points over three years

 District Objectives: 2018-2021

District Objective 4.2 - Improve organizational effectiveness by strengthening operations of and communication between District
departments, divisions, and constituents

District Objective 4.3 - College of the Sequoias Board of Trustees, administration, faculty, and staff will engage in best practices
and staff development to sustain effective operational systems for institutional assessment and continuous improvement.
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